December 12, 2007

Dear Ms. Riegel and Mr. Lichtenbelt:

Pursuant to the Khronos Group Membership Agreement dated April 28, 2006 (the "Membership Agreement") by Khronos Group, Inc. and S3 Graphics Co., Ltd. ("S3 Graphics"), S3 Graphics submits an IP Disclosure Certificate as follows:

S3 Graphics or its subsidiary, S3 Graphics, Inc., owns: 1) US Patent 5,956,431, entitled "System and Method for Fixed-Rate Block-Based Image Compression with Inferred Pixel Values"; 2) US Patent 6,658,146 entitled "Fixed-Rate Block-Based Image Compression with Inferred Pixel Values"; and 3) US Patent 6,683,978 entitled "Fixed-Rate Block-Based Image Compression with Inferred Pixel Values" (the "Patents"). Among other things, S3 Graphics believes the Patents pertain to the OpenGL Graphic System: A Specification (Version 3.0 DRAFT December 6, 2007), section 4.3.1 S3TC Compressed Texture Image Formats, and any other comparable or associated provisions in other versions of such specification.

To the extent that the Patents, or patents issuing from continuations, continuations in part, or divisionals arising from or claiming priority to any Patents, or any reissues or foreign counterparts of any such patents contain Necessary Patent Claims (as defined in the Membership Agreement), S3 Graphics does not agree to make available a Reciprocal License (as defined in the Membership Agreement) to such Necessary Patent Claims for any OpenGL Graphic System Specification.